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JOSEPH BURRIER - CHÂTEAU DE BEAUREGARD
RATING SYSTEM
90-95
An outstanding wine of exceptional complexity
and character. ln short, these are terrific wines.
80-89
A barely above average to very good wine
displaying various degrees of finesse and flavor
as well as character with no noticeable flaws.

While it might seem odd to only now publish notes on
Beaujolais wines of the 2008 vintage, those of Fuissé based
Frédéric-Marc Burrier (who until recently still had a U.S.
agent) reached me as samples only late last year and testify to the seriousness of this estate. (In fact, there are
two domaines: Chateau de Beauregard is the actual source
for most of these wines; Domaine Joseph Burrier - although his name appears also on Beauregard bottles - the
source of Saint-Amour and Morgon.) Burrier’s wines spend
time in barrel, and when they are less successful this tends
in my experience to be attributable to awkwardly-integrated oaktannin or-flavors. Burrier’s 2008 Fleurie Classique Chateau de Beauregard does not try to make a
big statement, and is characterized by an unimpeded flow
of ripe, juicy blueberry and red raspberry tinged with salt
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MOULIN-À-VENT “CLOS DES PÉRELLES” 2008
MORGON “GRAND CRAS” 2008
MOULIN-À-VENT 2008
FLEURIE 2008
MOULIN-À-VENT “LA SALOMINE” 2008

and subtly underlain with beef stock. Polished in texture,
its generosity ought to be reciprocated over the coming
year. (The evidently more ambitious Colonies de Rochegres
Fleurie bottling suffered a bit from extraneous, rough notes
from barrel.) Black tea, black pepper, and cardamom inflect the aromas and flavors of ripe blackberry in Burrier’s
sappily persistent 2008 Morgon Grand Cras, which manages to combine genuine grip with a more polished texture than I have witnessed in other vintages of this bottling.
This impressively persistent offering ought to be worth following for at least another couple of years. Pomegranate,
tart cherry and red currant mingle with smoked meat on
the nose of Burrier’s 2008 Moulin-à-Vent Classique
Chateau de Beauregard, and these elements are joined
by a satisfying undertone of beef stock on a palate of infectious juiciness, at once deep in flavor yet tartly invigorating and refreshing as well as buoyant. A slight sense of
tannic graininess scarcely impedes the juices or one’s pleasure. I would plan to enjoy this within the next 12-18
months. Dried cherry and tart raspberry take on a smoky,
toasty, barrel- induced casein Bunier’s 2008 Moulin-àVent La Salomine, whose considerable body (at 13% alcohol according to its label) and hint of tannic roughness
generate faint heat and drying in the finish of what is
otherwise an impressively sappy and vigorous Beaujolais,
particularly considering its vintage and the fact that I tasted it at over two years’ age. Enjoy it within the coming
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year Grenadine and fresh blackberry; hints of leather and
beef marrow infom the distinguished nose of Bunier 2008
Moulin-à-Vent Clos des Pérelles, then follow on a palate of unusual polish for this estate, indeed quite silken
in texture, not to mention full of bittersweet juiciness and
an invigoration enhanced by impressions of berry seeds,
skins, and salt. The undertone of marrow is joined by suggestions of moss and kelp in a long and intriguing finish
that stimulates the salivary glands and the taking of another sip. Despite its challenging vintage, this is as fine as
any red I have tasted from Burrier (or his Chateau Beauregard) and is worth following for another 2-3 years. Also
recommended: 2008 Fleurie Colonies de Rochegrés
(86), 2008 Saint-Amour Côte De Besset (86).
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